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Recent emphasis on increased maneuverability requirements for fighter
 
aircraft has necessitated an extensive engineering development effort be
 
directed towards inlet/engine compatibility. Inlet/engine compatibility must
 
be assessed early in the aircraft development program to allow necessary
 
inlet and engine design modifications to be defined and implemented at minimum
 
cost impact. This early assessment of inlet/engine compatibility is determin­
ed by engine stability audits computed using inlet distortion levels from
 
subscale inlet model data and engine sensitivities to inlet distortion.
 
Therefore, the accuracy with which subscale inlet model distortion levels
 
predict flight test vehicle distortion levels is a crucial element in assess­
ing inlet/engine compatibility.
 
The primary goal of this distortion methodologies study was to determine
 
if time variant distortion data taken from a subscale inlet model can pre­
dict peak distortion levels for a full scale flight test vehicle. The data
 
base used to accomplish this goal was collected in separate programs by MCATR
 
and NASA/Dryden. Subscale and full scale wind tunnel data were collected by
 
MCAIR during the F-15 development program, and flight test data were collected
 
by NASA/Dryden during the NASA F-15 inlet/engine compatibility flight test
 
program. This data base has a Each number range of 0.4 to 2.5 and an angle
 
of attack range from -10 degrees to +12 degrees.
 
The primary objectives accomplished in meeting the overall program goal
 
were to determine the effects on peak distortion of: (1) Reynolds Number/
 
scale, (2) engine presence and (3) frequency content. In addition, the capa­
bility of the P&WA stability audit system to predict engine stalls was
 
evaluated, and the capability of Melick's procedure, Reference (1), to pre­
dict peak time variant distortion levels was evaluated. Using the Pratt and
 
Whitney Aircraft distortion descriptor, Ka2, the data indicate the following
 
significant results for the F-15/Fl0O inlet/engine propulsion system.
 
o 	Peak time variant distortion from subscale inlet model wind tunnel
 
tests are representative of full scale flight test distortion.
 
o 	The time variant pressure data of this study are random stationary
 
data, thereby allowing valid statistical analyses to be conducted.
 
o 	The effect of the engine presence on total pressure recovery, peak
 
time variant distortion and turbulence level is small but favorable.
 
o 	The Reynolds number/scale evaluation indicates a general trend of
 
increasing total pressure recovery, decreasing peak time variant fan
 




o 	The frequency content evaluation indicates that peak time variant
 
fan distortion and turbulence increase with increasing filter cutoff
 
frequency for all of the data evaluated in this study.
 
o 	The capability'of the Pratt & Whltney Aircraft stability audit system
 
to predict engine stalls has been verified for both stall and non­
stall flight test conditions.
 
o Predictions of peak distortion values using Melick's procedure are
 
accurate to 11.3 percent average error for fourteen data points
 
having nominal turbulence levels and are accurate to 20 percent
 
average error (the maximum error approaches 40 percent) for eight
 






Presented herein are the autocorrelation function plots which have been 
generated for the same set of high response pressure probes as the power 
spectral density plots for the wind tunnel data and for the same set of high 
response pressure probes as the cross-correlation function plots for the 
flight test data. 
The square of the normalizing value is presented on each plot. To 
compute the unnormalized value of the autocorrelation function for the wind
 
tunnel data, multiply the autocorrelation coefficient by the square root of
 
the value listed on each plot.
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FIGURE POINT *PART-POINT MODEL PROBES ANALYZED 
NUMBER IDENT;NO. SCALE MAX TU AVG TU MIN TU OTHER 
1 5 164-1 1/6th L5R2 L8R6 L3R2 L3R3 
2 6 164-3 1/6th L8R3 L7R6 L3R2 L5R3 
3 7 421-10 FLIGHT L8R2 L8R3 L8R6 
4 17 157-7 1/6th L5R.3 L3R1 L3R2 L4R3 
5 18 157-5 1/6th L6R3 LSR6 L2R2 L3R3 
6 19 421-14 FLIGHT LIR2 LIR3 LIR6 
7 42 206-9 1/6th L6R4 L7R6 L4R2 L6R3 
8 43 206-5 1/6th L8R1 L2R4 L4R2 L6R3 
9 44 414-2 FLIGHT L6R2 L6R3 L6R6 
10 45 15-9 1/6th- LIR3 L6R5 L3R4 L6R3 
11 46 15-5 1/6th L6R2 L2R4 L8R4 L6R3 
12 48 353-15 FSCP L8RI L5R6 L6R4 L2R3 
13 49 353-5 FSCP L8R L5R5 L5R3 L8R3 
14 50 353-12 FSCP L7R2 L2R5 L6R4 LSR3 
15 51 523-2 FSE L7R2 L3R4 L5R3 L8R3 
16 52 525-4 FSE L7R2 L4R6 L5R3 L8R3 
17 54 355-8 FSCP L7R3 L2R5 L6R4 L8R3 
18 55 528-2 FSE L6R6 L2R5 L7R1 L8R3 
19 56 529-4 FSE L7R4 L2R5 L6R3 L7R3 
20 60 2A9-5 1/6th LIR5 L8R6 L3R4 L8R3 
21 61 249-9 1/6th L5R3 L4R2 L3R4 L7R3 
22 62 385-5 FSCP LSRI L2R5 L3R5 LIR3 
23 63 395-2 FSCP L8R1 L7R6 L5R3 LIR3 
2A 64 542-2 FSE L8R1 L2R2 L2R4 L8R3 
25 65 543-4 FSE L8RI L3R1 L2R4 L8R3 
26 66 184-7 1/6th L2R1 L4R6 L3R6 L8R3 
27 67 184-5 1/6th LIR2 L5R5 L3R6 L8R3 
28 68 413-9 FSCP L2R1 L5R5 L6R4 L8R3 
29 69 413-12 FSCP L3R4 LIRI L6R4 L8R3 
30 70 425-1 FLIGHT LIR2 LIR3 LIR5 
31 71 382-3 FSCP L8R1 L4R3 L3R5 L8R3 
32 72 545-2 FSE L8R4 L2R2 L2R4 L8R3 
33 73 546-3 FSE L8R6 L6R2 L2R4 L8R3 
34 76 384-2 FSCP L8RI L4R6 L3R5 L7R3 
35 77 548-3 FSE L6R2 L8R1 L2R4 L7R3 
36 78 549-8 FSE L7R6 L8R4 L2R4 L7R3 
37 79 227-7 1/6th L2R5 L5R2 L7R6 L5R3 
38 80 227-5 146th L2R2 L2R6 L6R6 L7R3 
39 81 465-8 FSCP L4RI L4R3 L3R5 L8R3 
40 82 465-5 FSCP L2R3 LIR6 L5R3 L8R3 






























I FLT 0.4 164 -08 69 27 6 C 104.1 144 0.6 422-4 



























































































































































19 FLT 094 -89 102 1 0 105 C 107.1 16 069 421-14 























































































































































34 FLT 1 21 15 0 6 0 276 C 983 297 060 423-4 
35 FLT 1 24 3, 08 67 276 C 964 152 060 423-3 
36 1/6th 1.2 100 0 70 106 C 766 045 0198 131-7 
37 1/6th 1.2 100 0 70 106 C 107.9 045 0198 131-5 
38 FLT 1.18 77 03 7-0 11.0 C 74.0 322 121 424-12 
3912 7.4 -01 7.1 11.1 1 94.4 335 119 424-13 
40 117 10 00 70 110 1034 140 0.60 421-17 
41 FLT 1 54 1 5 0 -14 270 Auto 95.4 217 060 424-5 
42 1/6th 1 6 -40 0 -20 135 C 873 021 0106 206-9 
43 1/6th 16 -40 0 -20 13.5 C 96 9 0.21 0106 206-5 
44 FLT 1 57 -36 07 -2.3 137 C 893 1 46 0.65 414-2 
45 1/6th 1 8 -20 0 -3 0 17.4 C 80.5 022 0210 15-9 
46 1/6th 18 -20 0 -30 174 C 91.0 022 0201 15-5 
47 FLT 1.75 -26 04 -22 16.7 C 807 141 123 415-1 
48 
49 
FSCP 18 -2.0 
. 
0 j -30 30 187 C 751 822 145 1.45 0 680 0680 353-15 353-5 
50 -20 -3 0 85.4 1.44 0 680 353-12 
51 FSE 1 8 -2.0 0 -29 18.6 C 80 6 146 0680 523-2 
52 FSE 1 8 -20 0 -29 18 6 C 79 8 146 0680 525-4 
53 FLT 181 -23 02 -29 182 C 78 9 1.53 0680 416-1 
54 FSCP 1 8 40 0 25 18.7 C 79.9 145 2 800 355-8 
55 FSE 18 40 0 25 187 C 808 146 2800 528-2 
56 FSE 1.8 40 0 25 187 C 797 1.46 2800 529-4 
57 FLT 2 0 2 2 23 209 Auto 77.0 1 72 2800 425-2 
*C = Closed GP78 0323 9 
'For flight test, these data are flight-run numbers 




POINT MODEL M% p A3 RE NO ANALYSIS 
I.D. SCALE 0 (DE) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG) BYPASS WAT2 x10 ­ 6 TIME PART-PONT 
NO. WSEC) 
58 1/6th 22 -Z0 0 -40 225 C 686 022 0100 2507 
50 FSCP 22 -20 0 -40 22 5 C 602 148 0600 411-6 
60 1/8th 22 -2 0 0 -40 25 0 0 65.0 022 0 100 249-5 
61 1/6th 22 -2 C 0 -40 25 0 0 529 022 0 100 249-9 
62 FSCP 22 -2 0 0 -40 25 0 0 61.7 148 0600 385-5 
53 FSCP 22 -2 0 0 -40 25 0 0 62 3 1.48 0600 385-2 
64 FSE 2.2 -2 0 0 -4.0 248 P 602 127 0 600 542-2 
65 FSE 22 -2 0 0 -4*0 24.8 P 60 5 1.27 0 600 543-4 
66 1/6th 2.2 0 0 -20 225 C 69 3 022 0 106 1847 
67 1/6th 22 0 0 -20 225 C 754 022 0.108 184-5 
68 FSCP 22 0 0 -20 22 5 C 73 6 147 0 650 413-9 
69 FSCP 22 0 0 -20 22.5 C 68 3 147 0 650 413-12 
70 FLT 22 01 02 -22 229 C 73 0 234 0 650 425-1 
71 FSCP 22 4.0 0 00 250 0 60 7 148 0 600 382-3 
72 FSE 22 4.0 0 1 0 25 0 0 59 2 1 28 0600 545-2 
73 FSE 2.2 40 0 10 25 0 0 58 2 127 0600 5464 
74 1/6th 22 120 0 60 250 0 47.3 0 22 0.100 252-9 
75 1/6th 2 2 120 0 6 0 25 0 0 650 022 0 100 252-5 
76 FSCP 22 12 0 0 68 250 0 60 8 1.48 0600 384-2 
77 FSE 22 11.0 0 6 8 248 0 59.0 128 0600 548-3 
78 FSE 22 11 0 0 6 8 248 P 59.8 127 0600 549-8 
79 1/6th 25 0 0 -40 260 0 63 1 021 0 100 227-7 
80 1/ish 25 0 0 -4 0 260 0 682 0 21 0.100 227-5 
81 FSCP 2.5 0 0 -40 260 0 62 8 1 28 0 600 465-8 
82 FSCP 25 0 0 -40 260 0 689 1.28 0600 4655 
*0 = Open, C= Closed, P= Partial 
"For flight test, these data are flight-run numbers 
GP70 032310 
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I I i i 1 I 
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B/I =--., - -- ! .- i =1, , ""i0 T­10 'rI-AUTCORELTIO I - AG-T.IM __ECNDS 
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- - b ProI=L5R38 'rg 17 
I 01 o 1 I2 0,1 500 050 070 080 090I
 
S I.I LA TIME (SECONDS)I I I 
UAUTOCORRELATION-FUNTIONS FOR 




SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 164/3 IDENT 6 FREQUENCY RANGE= 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 221353000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIvv 
06 -10 10 -30 106 00 902% -18 6 
1 PSIA 68948 kPa 
6 (o) Probe= LSR3I I 1 - mirI T-i I T T~f 
NORMALIZED I - t I-i4 ­
2 - 2 2AUTOCORRELATION -(L8R3) 2603 (KP 0547 (PSIA) ' 
COEFFICIENT 2 
-.2 
COFIIN,1 ! nT I,-,Iii1FIt~ jTVI,
-41I i - : 2T-tj- nt 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
S I (d) Probe =L7R6
 
I J 1j 
___ '_ - - __ _ _ i _
 




- o 5L5R6)Z5 Kp-" !2COEFFICIENT 
,i " , ,1 ! p,-!I T ' i2TTTT00 4T2WIS, , 1 .o, , , , IL ~ I . 1II 

-~ - - . . -.- - l - - '_ __. ' __ .'__J
- Il i i I 'I __" "T"_ 
-I- • I I " ", , I ­
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 000 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-2 (Continued 
AUTOCORRELATiON FUNCTIONS FOR 
= 0.6, a= -10, 13= 10, WAT2 = 90.2%Mo 
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DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/10 IDENT 7 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21 0924 580 
BANDWIDTH = 4 0 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 1 0 SECONDS 
ALPHA BETA ALT RHO DELTAS BYPASS 





1 PSIA- 6 8948 kPa 
142 6 . .. 









(LR2) 2 = 
. 
06161 (KPa) 2 , 
- - -




-0.00 010 020 '.030 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
040 050 
142 6 (b) Probe = LBR3 
















.010 020 030 




AUTOcoRRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo= .69, a=-8.5, f=10.5 WAT2=101.2% 
--
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/10 IDENT 7 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 - 2000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21 0 24 580 



















1 PSIA = 6 8948 kP3 





S2 ---- - i -- -- ---­
. . (UL8RS) 2 3119 (KPa) 2 00656 (PSIA) 2 -
I ;F16)23 77
(kPa 2 ) 
171IZ14 2 - I 
_ 
-23771 - ,. -S000 
.010 .020 1.030 040 050
 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
FIGURE E-3 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATiON FUNCTION _FOR_ 




SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 157/7 IDENT 17 FREQUENCY RANGE= 6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 20 10 56000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
09 -10 10 -30 106 00 702% -250 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe = L3R1 
. I 'i lt.. 
' I t 
NORMALIZED L . +f. , I i fflI[it t 
AUTOCRRELATION I I 
COEFFICIENT I - - - -
I "g _ _.1.022 
2 PSIA)2 II ( aL3R1 1 3 0 (K p a I . 0292 I , . 
00 r 1770r .IF'I'. .2 . 
-
I t Ii - I ­
-2 I I 1 I
-I_ -__- - ____ i-" 
-4 ,
 
000 010 020 030 l4 0 050 060 070 0680 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe= L3R2 
SI I I I I_ I_ 
NORMALIZED 
_' - . 
AUTOCORRELATON _ t I' I i-i l __' !-" r 
COEFFICIENT I 4 ' - i I , 
I _, _ _2 2 2I (0L3R21 : 2036 (KPaI 00554 (FSIAI I ____ 
-4 
00 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-4 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 0.9, a=-10, f3=10, WAT2=70.2% 
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SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 157/7 IDENT 17 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 10 56 000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
09 -10 10 -30 106 00 702% -250 
1 PSIA - 68948 kPa
 
-
(c) Probe = L4R3
S- - I I - , - F-I I 
NORMALIZED I 
I -t{ I'-- --.- ,COEFFICIENT 
)2 - - ( d43)P268 ( 04 (PSAI 2 






000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
2 (d) Probe= 1513 
6 
NORMALIZED 
_-- -iT?r { 
COEFFICIENT ou4z.--i I - I . . 
. . . I 0598 (PSIAI _ 
00''' ' ' jJz.uz''' ti E 
I -I I 
-4 . _ 






Mo = 0.9, ca= -10, f3=10, WAT2 =70.2%
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SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY 0 OQ, QL 1-
DATA PART/POINT 157/5 IDENT 18 FREQUENCY RANGE 6-12000 H= 

THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 08 47000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
09 -10 10 -30 10 6 00 1063% -60 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa
 
1- - - (a) Probe = L2R2
 
i I ] I­
+I-4--------------------------
NORMALIZED 5 --1--- ..... . -4-
AU.TOCDRRELATION tI , I -,I I 
\I I I 
-l - I 0683 (KPa)2 00144 (PSIA) 2" {2B)2= 
.+I .tW -,~ 
00 t- -,t 
-2 ' ' 
___, I ! ,T I 
O00 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
6 (b)Probe= L3R3 
I J I IF4 I[ I I -
NORMALIZEDI ­t {-1-t-t-I-..I ,-.I-t-I
AUTOCORRELATION IaI I 2 I' 2 
A U T O C O R R E L A TIO N 5 5 13 (KPa) , 1160 (PS IAI)1
COEFFICIENT- I I 
_., 0 - ,1L,. .] -
I i I i t i -I-_ 
-4 W I zL .T mI} 
_
 
00 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 0O0 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-5 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 0.9, a= -10, g3= 10, WAT2 = 106.3% 
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SERIES VII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 157/5 IDENT 18 FREQUENCY RANGE =6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 08 47 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C1W 
09 -10 10 -30 106 00 1063% -50 
1PSIA = 68948 kPs 
s 	 (c) Probe = 1.6133 
4 .IIF I 
4 I 
NORMALIZED 
2i - - ( IR3)2 6729 (KP12 1415 (PSIAI - T 
AUTOCORRELATI-N .2-t -	 1 
COEFFICIENT ~ 22.11j=­
0 0 -- . . . . .. 	 ' 
zJ-'i'ly:1141144'; 'ils;--I 	 t 
.2 T. I T I 
,-I -. I1-IL.'I 1.- f- II I.] 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAGl'IME (SECONDS) 
6 	 (d) Probe= L5R6 
'It +I -t -! -	 - + 
NORMALIZED I­ -LI 
AUTOCORRELATIO ( R S )ii2i S"SIA,)2 
COEFFICIENT- - - i 
I ! 
.2 	 . I J . . '-- ._.I ._ r . . _ _ _o 	 Io -i- - ... . -:------. + r ' 
___ . I I __ _ ___ ! __ _ ________ 
000 010 020 030 040 0 0080 	 90 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-5 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
ME = 0.9, a = -10, 0'= 10, WAT2 = 106 3% 
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FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/14 IDENT 19 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 -
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21 16 07 140 
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FIGURE E-6 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = .94, a=-8.9, 0 = 10.2, WAT2 = 107.1% 
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FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 421/14 IDENT 19 FREQUENCY RANGE z 4 -
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 21 16 07 140 




















1PSIA - 83948 kPa 
(c) Probe = Li R67131 
47 54 
)2 MSx 102 	 . .(APt 
23.7 (aL1R6)2 5341 (KPa) 2,.01124 (PSIA) 2 
0 000 "''' 
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Lag Time (Seconds) 
FIGURE E-6 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION 	 FUNCTION FOR­




SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 206/9 IDENT 42 FREQUENCY RANGE =6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 034205 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 122Hz RECORD LENGTH 100 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
1 6 -4 0 -20 135 00 873% -21 8 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
IT(a)'Probe=L4R2 
/ I - iI
 
i ----.I 2 00217Ji(PSIA) i ___'1 iN RM - - - " I 1 2, 1030 (KPa)SI 2 I i
 
AUTOCORELATION .2 -LI4112 
COEFIIEN - 4- (oL4 R 2)- .. .. ,~ 
/I ____ ----- =' I+kI H-F "__ 11 .] 
1-4; I I _ | [r , 
010 020 030 NO 050a  060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME iSECONDS) 
(b)Probe =L6R3 
4mm- - _ _ ' I I II1 T I / i 
,_oR,,,,.,o ,_ _ _ ' I_ _ 
I~I~-==NORMALIZED 
AUTOCORRELATION - (u 24I8 2 2 I-

COEFFICIENT 2 .41 - (KI a . 0050 ( A) I
 
00 --- l-H--- --F V i7HI 
° ' 

-, I t- - -I-= T I £ j 
i ___----I I ___,_ ­
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-7 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.6, a= -4, f =0, WAT2 87.3% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 206/9 IDENT 42 FREQUENCY RANGE 6 12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 034205000 
BANDWIDTH= 122Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 ClW 
1 6 -4 0 -20 135 00 873% -21 8 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
6 (c) Probe = L6R4 
4 I 
NORMALIZED - t - - i - _ _ 
AUTOCORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 
,2 t T ( P) 2 = 6909IKpaI2 0145 A2<4 _p ijK vT' 
00 ,
'1 1' 1 ____ 
I I I J i 
-4 H I '-T -1 ,
00 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
6 (d) Probe= L7R6 
I .1 __ _ _ _ I__ _ __ _ 
___ _ _ ,_ __ _ _ __ ___-I ; 
NORMALIZED II i-*1-- r_ 
_ _ _ _ I I I / ,.
2 2 2AUTOCORRELATION (0.,7R61 I 1220 (Kpa) , 00257 (PSIAI - F- j 




-2.Zi . .. It___ , F I , ; 
-r --IlT'jil I I 
'-4 it 
0 010 020 030 040 50 
___ 
060 070 080 090 100 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-7 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.6, a=-4, f0, WAT2 = 87.3% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 206/5 1DENT 43 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 033006000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C0W 
1 6 -4 0 -20 135 00 989% -120 
1 PSIA = 6 8948 kps 
6 	 (a) Probe = L8R17 I I'i]IYiJWJ K i 	 ,- 1 
I I 
NORMALIZED 
2 2 2 
AUTOCORRELATION 01.818R1) 07792 (KPaI 0164 (PSIA1 
COEFFICIENT 	 I I[ *1- I -4
 
I I ' 	 ,~~i 	 {~TI! f
' -' 1 [ 1I 
_ _ _L 
2 	 I rI; i I j ; i I __ I _ i I __ ! _ 
'-4~ ..L....L..... 	 ____ T rL..... ___ .... __ ­




6 	 (b) Probe=L4R2V Itli -m Tp ,7 	 ,­
1 = I T 
2 2NORMALIZED _ _ I t L A = o e KPaZ 00107 (PSIA I I. . 





o 	 0 10 020 030 40 050 060 070 as0 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-8 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.6, a = -4, = 0, WAT2 = 96.9% 






SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 206/S IDENT 43 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 H.
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 30 06 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 122 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 100 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw1 6 -41 0 -20 135 00 969% -120 
1 PSIA -6 8348 kPa
 
6 (c) Probe =L6R3
5rn' T7 ' Il Ij+ I - -- I I I -,I I - I 
NORMALIZED I " -1 I - [- -, 
AUTOCORRELATION - . -I/ I IT TI " °63 S4Ka2 0690 (PSIA)S I 




- . I - -W 
-4 - - t " 7 I T 
000 010 040020 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
B (d) Probe= L2R4 
• lI - - __ l I 
NORMALIZED I_____3127 (Kf)2. 00658 (PSIAI)Z-
AUTOCORRELATION {rjt I j -1ff 
COEFFICIENT - ' -' - - l- ­




-. 2.. I t ' r I ___ 1- I ___ _ _ 
000 010 020 030 040 060 060 070 O8 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-8 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
 
Ms = 1.6, O= -4, =, WAT2 = 96.9%
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FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY 
MACH 
157 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 414/2 IDENT. 44 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20.16 46.820 
BANDWIDTH = 4 0 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 1 0 SECONDS 
ALPHA BETA ALT RHO OELTA3 BYPASS 





1 PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
3"565 
---I -- - -
I 
(a) Probe - L6R2 
. . . ... . ____.. . . .. .. . , - -
-
. . . -­
(-p2 04(APt 2 ).... 10.. 
(kPa2)-------









'000 0 10 
-
.020 .030 





3565 (b) Probe L6R3 
2 









1655 (KPa) 2 , 
_ --




-1188 0.00 .010 .020 030 040 050 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
FIGURE E-9 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
61.57, a=-3.6, =0.6, WAT2 = 89.3% 
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FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY 
MACH 
187 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 414/2 IDENT 44 FRECUENCY RANGE =4 -
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 1646 820 
BANDWIDTH = 4 0 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 1 0 SECONDS 
ALPHA BETA ALT RHO DELTAS 








I PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
3565 





(kPa 2 ). 
2377 
1188 
i (OL6R6)2 2071 (KPa) 2 , 00436 (PSIA) 2 
0.000 
-1188 0 0 010 
.020 030 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
040 050 
FIGURE E-9 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 




SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 15/9 ]DENT 45 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 02 03 15 000 
BANDWIDTH = 122 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 100 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WATZ CIW 
1 -2 0 -30 174 00 80 5% -250 
1 PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe = Li R3 
I I /- i I 
SI - " "I [ I' " ' _'t _'4I I 
_ _ I 
AUTOCORRELATION -- --- J--___ 
COEFFICIENT (SCO IDS 
I 
_ _ __J 
-23 
. . . . I 71,.± I ,__, , ____ 
,t Ii T413  00t_,0+0 010 02+ 0 3 04 05 0 070 080 090 100 
AGTIME (SECONDSNORALZE )2 Tt' l h 
(b) Probe = L6R3 
I I
 
COEFFCIEN I C~', 
 i 
AOORATN (ECOI S) = 
COEFFIIET J J=;i--. AI ": 
1_ _I 
MO = R312= -12, P2= 0, 8.51 , 1.I .AUOOREAIO FUCIN FOR­
-
.. 4 .t.. . -"-- l.1 I i i I _____ 
00 010 020 030 040 050 050 070 080 0 100 
LAG TIME (SECONOSI 
FIGURE E-1O 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M0 f3 =O, WAT2 =80.5/o= 1.8, a =-2, 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA PART/POINT 15/9 IDENT 45 FREQUENCY RANGE 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 02 03 15 000 


















1 PSIA * 6 8948 kPa 




































0910 KPa) 2 , 00191 IPSIA) 2 
I ' 
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,iI. 
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060 070 080 090 100 
FIGURE E-10 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
=ME = 1.8, a -2, -0, WAT2 = 80.5% 
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SERIESVIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 15/5 IDENT 46 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 01 5737000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 H. RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA - RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C0W 
1 -2 0 -30 174 00 91 0% -176 
1 PSIA * 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe = L6R26 
lIt I 
L 
I j-l ttt ___ I i NORMALIZED I 
AUTOCORRELATION I i I [ i I 
1 1 2 2 

COEFFICIENT T t ('°L6R2 488(KPa) 0313 (PSIA) T
 
00 -7r--, 
i 1H , I 
-I---. ] I 
-2---' -­
_ ! - -4- !- I , --- I , ­
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe = L6R3 
4, 
NORMALIZED Lt<4<T<f-I--I0--'' 2 ___ _____AUTCO R LAIO' L6R3)2, ,16( H,,) 0177 (PSIA12 . 
2 2 

COEFFICIENT .2 - - -. ( 6 3 )-81(Pa 07W A I --- j
a + 
00 -- r-IK r 
-4 W 'IAUTTCORREEATTONOFUNCTIONS - -- - FO 000 010 020 030 040 00 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
282
 
FIGURE E-1 1 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M 0 =1.8, =-2, P=0, WAT2=91.0% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 15/5 IDENT 46 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 H 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 5737000 
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FIGURE E-11 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
MD --1.8, c= -2, 0, WAT2 = 91.0% 
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__ 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 353/15 IDENT 48 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 42 01 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 
 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW18 
-2 0 -30 187 00 751% -250 
I PSIA 6 8948 k' 
(a) Probe = LSR1 
NORMALIZED 4- 5K : 
4 , I __ _ _ ___ ' [ 
2 2 2 
AUTOCORRELATION I II 88R11 1498 (KP1 0315 IPSIAj 






, _ _ _ _ I i I 
I4.ITI-2I i~ I 1I --- f 
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 18 200 
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FIGURE E-12 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 1.8, a= -2, =, WAT2 = 75.10% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 353/15 IDENT 48 FREQUENCY RANGE =4-
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 42 01 000 
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FIGURE E-12 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 




Q2.POOR Q1 IA fl FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA PART/POINT 353/5 IDENT 49 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4-2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 27 21 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CiW 
18 -2 0 -30 187 00 822% -250 
I PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe = LBR1 
-a -
I I' 
- , I - i -j-- I_ - W-T-___wII 
FNORMALIZED 4 -TI [ I I 
I i - T" L8R1) = 1 280 (KPa2 0269 (PSIA) 
2 
AUTOCORRELATION 
COEFFICIENT 2I -I'" " ­
, , , I , ,0 Ii," . " *" l ,I 
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-4 , I 
20IJ04tIhb±5±tti- i .. 
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FIGURE E-13 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.8, Of= -2, /0, WAT2 = 82.2% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY . . .I 
DATA PART/POINT 353/5 IDENT 49 FREQUENCY RANGE= 4 - 2024 Hz O& Vou 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 27 21 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 79Hz RECORD LENGTH= 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIv 
is -2 0 -30 187 00 822% -250 
1PSIA - 68I4S kPa 
(c) Probe = L5R5 
NORMALIZED2 ~ z z ~ - -
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 353/12 IDENT 50 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 38 18 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS 
is -2 0 -30 187 a00 
1 PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
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FIGURE E-14 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FORMo = 1.8, a= -2, 0, WAT2 = 85.4% 
1 N0 200 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 353/12 IDENT 50 FREQUENCY RANGE 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 0038 18000 
BANDWIDTH = 79 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
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FIGURE E-14 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
m = 1.8, a= -2 0, WAT2 = 85.4% 
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__ 
DATA STUDY Zf POOR alJAJlT ' FSE - NASA 
DATA PART/POINT 523/2 4IDENT S1 FREQUENCY RANGE 
- 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 024527000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
1 3 -2 0 -29 186 00 806% -250 
I PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
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FIGURE E-15 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.8, a=-2, 03'-O, =WAT2 80.6% 
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 523/2 IDENT 51 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 - 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 024527000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA R1HO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
18 -2 0 -29 lBS 00 806% -250 
1 PSIA - 6S4kPa 
(c) Probe = 1L813 
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I4 
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FIGURE E-15 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo0 =1.8, =-2, 3t= 0, WAT2rBO.06% 
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 525/4 IDENT 52 FREQUENCY RANGE - 4 - 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 18 32 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 ClW
18 
-2 0 -29 lSE 00 798% -250 
1 PSIA 6IA48 kPa 
(a) Probe = L7R2 
8T 
SI i .... 
NORMALIZEDi , I I I 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 ] i 
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FIGURE E-16 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo=l.8, a=-2, 03=0, WAT2=79.8% 
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FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 'SPSGIWA PAGE IS 
')F POOR QUALTTy 
DATA PART/POINT 52S/4 IDENT 52 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 - 2024
 
THE SEGMENT START rIME WAS AT 031032000
 
BANDWIDTH z 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
18 -2 0 -29 186 00 798% -250 
1PSIA- ES4SkPa (c) Probe = LBR3 
I+R6 'V~ i I - + 
AUTOCORRELATION I t 2-I I _ I-
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FIGURE E-16 (Cantinued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
WAT2 =79.8/Me0=l.8, =z-- , 3= 0, 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 355/8 ]DENT 54 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 4003 000 
BANDWIDTH = 79Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WATZ CIVV 
1 8 4 0 25 187 00 799% -250 
1PSIA = 568948 kPa 
(a) Probe = L7R3:I -! ,8 , - . o_. . , _ 
NORMALIZED I'J 'l ' i - ' I - I I 
AUTOCORRELATION I - j 
-
COEFFICIENT 4 I I*-t ,;I -- I I,
I - I __ __I 
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FIGURE E-17 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo0 =1.8, = 4, ( = 0, WAT2 =79.9% 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 355/8 IOENT 54 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 40 03 000 
BANDWIDTH = 79 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
18 4 0 25 187 00 799% -250 
1 PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
(cl Probe = L6R4I , f f ' 
!!4 OIGW !-2!PA1
!j I I I 
NORMALIZED 2T t I 
- I 
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FIGURE E-17 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.8, at4, 0=0, WAT2=79.9% 
A' 
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 528/2 IDENT 55 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 40 36 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hi RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
1 8 4 0 25 187 00 808% -250 
1 PSIA = 6 894 kPa 
(a) Probe = LTR1 
I , 
NORMALIZED 4 I 
2 2 2 AUTOCORRELATION (UTR1} = 0457(KPa) 000960(PSIA " " ­
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FIGURE E-18 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 1.8, a= 4, 0=0, WAT2 = 80.8% 
42 
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 528/2 IDENT 55 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 40 36 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 130 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS 
18 4 0 25 187 00 
1PSIA = 6N48 kPa 
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FIGURE E-18 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 






FSE - NASAbATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 529/4 IDENT 56 FREQUENCY RANGE= 4 -2024Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 042548000
 
BANDWIDTH= 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CiW 
18 4 0 25 187 00 797% -250 
1PSIA - 6 894 kPa 
(a) Probe = L6R3 
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FIGURE E-19 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
MO =1.8, =4, (3=0, WAT2=79.7% 
44 
FSE- NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA PART/POINT 529/4 IDENT 56 FREQUENCY 2024 M.RANGE=4. 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 04 25 48000 
BANDWIDTH z 7 9 HZ RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C]"18 4 	 250 	 187 00 797% 
-250 
1 PSIA 68942fPa 	 (c)IProbe = L7R4°J II2I IIt ±LL ! i 
NORMALIZED 	 I ­ 1
 
AUTOCORRELATION 	 i ­
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FIGURE E-19 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo=1.8, a=4, 0=0, WAT2 = 79.7% 
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_ _ 
DFIGINAL PA69 jgLO; P~ooR QUALIW 
NASA DATA STUDY-SERIES VIII 
DATA PART/POINT 249/5 IDENT 60 FREQUENCY RANGE 6-12000 Hz= 

THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 06 15 59 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 122Hz 
 RECORD LENGTH = 100 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C0W 
22 -2 0 
-40 250 0774(1200) 650% -25 0 
1 PSIA - 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe= L8R36 I	- t tI1 r -T n - "j - ,r -; 
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FIGURE E-20 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo= 2.2, a=-2, 0=0, WAT2 = 65.0% 
46 
SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 249/S IDENT 60 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 061559000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
22 -2 0 -40 250 0774(1200) 650% -25O 
1 PSIA= 5 Sg48kPa 
(c) Probe = LI R5 
iftcr''l I I I Z T:7 
UZoI IO ' "t i ___ i -­
AUTOwORrEv-ION T 
ONI ---o0I- i, _t 
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FIGURE E-20 (Continued) I 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo2.2, a=-2, flI=, WAT2=65.O% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 249/9 DENT 61 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 0621 10000 
BANDWIDTH = 12Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS 
22 -2 0 -40 250 0774(12003 
1 PSIA = 6 8943 kPa 
(a) Probe = L4R2 
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FIGURE E-21 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, O = -2, 03=O,WAT2 = 62.9% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 249/9 IDENT 61 FREQUENCYRANGEG6-12000Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 06 21 10 000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 100 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
22 -2 0 -40 250 0774(12001 62.9% -250 
1PS(AiS8N8Pa 

.(c) Probe = L3R4 
NORMALIZED J I I-
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FIGURE E-21 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 2.2, a = -2, f3, 0, WAT2 = 62.9% 
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FSCP- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 386/5 ]DENT 62 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4.2024 HZ
 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 013235000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 -2 0 -40 250 0774(1200) 61 7% -250 
1 PSIA 6S 48kPa (a) Probe = LSR1 
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FIGURE E-22 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 2.2, =-2, j3=0, WAT2=61.7% 
50 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 385/5 IDENT 62 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 -2024Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 32 35 000 
BANDWIDTH = 73 Hz RECORD LENGTH a 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 -2 0 -4 0 250 07741120 0) 61 7% -25 0 
IPSIA =SNS4 kPa (C) Probe = 'L2R5I-Iv 1 -4I 1 
.,,,T fT. .i .. 
NORMALIZEDAUTOORELATON 4! 't t +t 
= 2 2COEFFICIENT I -B)- (I 4037 (KPa) , 00849 (PSIA)I - -CO FFCIN I L2 .I - + 1 
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FIGURE E-22 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
MO = 2.2, a= -2, f3=O, WAT2=61.7% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 385/2 IDENT 63 FREQUENCY RANGE=4-2024Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 29 15000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH - 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CaVV 
22 -2 0 -40 26 0 0775(120I) 623% -250 
1 PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
(a) Probe =LSR1 
Iii 
- I. I j 
- - " -" tr 'I " 
NORMALIZED
AUTOCORRELATI O Nt - l I I
1 11 - I 
COEFFICIENT i " "1 ' -- " - r- T 
-96-8 .24,i K 2 1 2 t0202(PSIA 
.t + -I x+ / / sIs s 
I i' I. 
I I j I I I 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 14b 160 I 80 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe = L R3 
i' lI -,l--1jj' *1 -t+-I, I 
Ij i t zj1-'
NORMALIZED I - -
-
-' I 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 I 
COEFFICIENT I____ 
2 2 (L 3 485(KPa) PSIA) II -I 0135,2 u..L z±.... -LP3 . I,. -
GG40 000 80 10 101 60 160 20D 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-23 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M 0 =2.2, a= -2, (,0, WAT2=62.3% 
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-- 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 385/2 IDENT 63 FREQUENCY RANGE=4-2024Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 01 29 15 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 ClW 
22 -2 0 -40 250 0775(1201) 623% -250 
I PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
(c) Probe =L5R3 





I I II 




___-_ ___- , 
.2F I 
---.il2 T 7 I 4­ -
000 020 040 060 (80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAGTIME (SECONDSI 
(d) Probe= L7R6 
I jj I -' W 
-r V rNORMALIZED I 0 " 
AUTOCOR RELATION 4 1 . j. 1 . ) _ _ FU CTOl.6COEFICIENT -Iis- +-R+V'" ' o2o+°°",,-I I . 
-4--­
__ 
__ i i ___ ' , 
2 00 2 - I04 I 06 98I t 10I 12I 140'I...J 16 -I51 I30 20 
MO~~~~7S 
-, 0 WT 23==., 
= 2.2 a=-2 -/3= ,WAT = -2. 
! t I  ; i 53I i / 

FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 542/2 IDENT 64 FREQUENCY RANGE =4-2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 2251 48000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
22 -2 0 -40 248 0278(43 1) 602% -250 
1PSIA =6 8948kPa (a) Probe = L8R1 
I I ____ -I 
I -NORMALIZED -- -± 94­
- f L , TAUTOCORRELATION 
4 7
.o AL-z _-__- __-____" o; 
o Ioooo 2_./. :,: .. SI-L 
, 141" IKPa) 
2 0298 IPSIA 2 
-I I. p-T -:- -i! I " 
001.i 2 
-4 1 1 T 1 OS1Z 11(KaT, 09 (~A2 
-4 yr i* 
000 020 840 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 2001=12 I I2it -LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
2 II " T 
(b)Probe =L2R2 -
I I IF 
NORMALIZED 4 - I ­
2 
1 22 824'KP , pAUTCCORRELATION FE0173S(SF) 
COEFFICIENT 
-2- 1.1......I ! .... t I i-2-t I 
r-I 2
 
= -2 I= 
54 i! , I 
~~~~~AUTOCORRELATION "! OE2 ) = FUNCT"T FOR -T"842Ka,0INSA2 

= 2.,a -z J IWT 02 
54 oETI ' ! l l t , r~ 
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 542/2 DENT 64 FREQUENCY RANGE =4-2024 HZ 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 225148000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 ClW22 -2 0 -40 243 0278(431) 60 2% -250 
I PSIA =6 8948 kPa (c) Probe = L8R3 
8 I I 
NORMALIZED 17 i j =-_I 
COEFFICIENT - (LSR31'-I.33KFi)2 ' 0274(P$1A) 2V-­





-4F! I I- -
I: I - I , I 
000 020 040 060 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
(d) Probe = L2R4 
I I j- I* I I / I I 
- = - - I |" I -= -- I I • 
1-i 
00 27 (KP a)2 0 E-
NORMA LIZED " J ( U L 44 t ' I 
-
' 1OORR EA TON,Au " , 




-4 1 i- I 'F '" r 
080 020 040 060 08N 100 120 140 16S 180 .200 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-24 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
 
Mo = 2.2, a= -2, 0, WAT2 = 60.2%
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FSE- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 543/4 IDENT 65 FREQUENCY RANGE 4 -2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 23 12 07 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH - 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C)W 
22 -2 0 -40 248 0223 (34 51 605% -250 
1PSA6S4kPa (a) Probe = L3R1 
S I I I I 
I { I = L' 
i I ' ! I " I L I I ' I 
NORMALIZEDAUTOCORR ELATION4 I - I I 
COEFFICIENT I 9803 
22 2 

L R ) CKPa0206l (O (BO3I E PSIA I
i I I 
00' I! FFIiWT T>< 
I_ __ l T , i , / I ! I I I 
-400 020 040 
 66 8i0 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b)Probe= L8R1 
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FIGURE E-25 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M O = 2.2, a= -2, f3= 0, WAT2 = 60.5% 
180 .200 
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FSE- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 543/4 IDENT 65 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4-2024 Hr 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 231207000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIVV 
22 -2 0 -40 248 02231345) 05% -250 
1PSIA =6 8S4BkPa (C)Probe ='LSR3 
6 -~ 
NORMALIZED +=1 -- LI 1 ..-..- , I4+ 
AUTOCORRELATION : ' I I1 I- I I I'T 
COEFFICIEN +T ­
-2 
___ __ --1- -T -[--_ 
OC0 020 040 060 080 1 120 140 160 IO 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(d) Probe= L2R4 
I I ~II ' 1 / I-- i . : -
I
ji 44==t r -% JT, Q - I , 
S I | I - I _2A O LAI- "i (-L214( =3.351E3 (Pa)2 7 048ESIPSA2 , 
NORMALIZED ______ I IiII'' 
4 I - *I I_ _ = -I- i 1J I- I __",l_ I l 

AUTOCORRELATiON ! 
COEFFICIENT ! [ - "- I-I ­
__iI I I _ =_rll 'AA,<!:+ .h I~,I I I 
0 
­






Mo =2.2, a=-2, =0, WAT2=60.5%
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SERIESVIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 184/7 IDENT 66 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 22 12 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 HZ RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CiW 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 693% -250 
I PSIA 68948 kPa (a) Probe = L2R1i m mI- i I i 
1S I / / I I I V 
_ ' _ i _ _ I 
I I ' I 
4 
NORMALIZED - I hI I j - I - -
AUTOCORRELATION (0LR1 )
2 
= 1713 (Kpa) (PSIAI122 
COEFFICIENT 2 - 0360 
'ttIi y mI'/+' ' i 'l1 I lt - - [',' it "H. , :' 
00 .-L, .. . . '-, -°+!,-

oo.
lH l -iH iI t-K!i U ---j-I 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDSI 
(b) Probe = L8R3 





NORMALIZED I i j.1 (0lBR3}2= 5626(KPa)2 0118(PSIAI 2 j _ 
AUTOCDR RELATi0N ] i 1 1 l i ' , il [ I 
COEFFICIENT I I ' I 
-I I I i'i i / 
! i
_+ I t i I-i -I - i + r­
-2 - ji II{ 1 1_ 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS ) 
FIGURE E-26 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, a= 0, 0=0, WAT2 = 69.3% 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 184/7 DENT 66 FREQUENCY RANGE 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 22 12 000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH t 10 0 SECONDS 

















1PSA = 8948kPa (C) Probe = L3 R6 
-; IIr-1-
I -' I-i_-i L s _ 
" I(K"'T "SE4 I ( 
NORMALIZED R)2 6.24E 3 (KPa 1313E4(P i I 
I" "wAUTOCORRELATION 2 - - -
COEFFICIENT I~r k li.I,16.I ,, .. I I L, I a 
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1 14 16 
NORMALIZED 2 
1qL416) 7278 (KPa . 0153 PSIA,AUTOCORRELATION 2 - -
COEFFICIENT tt[ 4 JVI Itt{7atruIiIia: 
-I , I j j- _I _. . 
-2 ,{j' -f- l+I j-, I -t_11 -, __ 4- I i 
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FIGURE E-26 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M= 2.2, c = / 0, WAT2 =69.3%O 0, r 
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0 
SERIESVIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 184/5 IDENT 67 @ FREQUENCY RANGE = 6 12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 19 38 000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WATZ CIw 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 75 4% -25 
1PSIA=68948kPa (a) Probe = L1R2 
6 ,, t ' ' I t 1 ' t ' T ,__ _ _ 
NORMALIZED 11I I f I I ' 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 i l ' 'II I I .I 
COEFFICIENT I As- '+ ,,, 12 ', <<+° o+ + ,, 
' 
, ' ' I -
I i IR2110_ 
-2 , - - JA..-.,..I I -_ .,_ t, . ... I-....- -.- 7 - . 
I ISI l l I I I 
,__, _ - __ l 7l-+ I +I' I -V- i, 
'' _ ___It lI -' _I 

000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe= L8R3 
ijdjI ' L Vi1 
NORMALIZED I I -- I FV2 (OLE3)2 -=754(al, 0159IPSIA) , I A TOCORRELATION .2 {+OOR; t t ' - ,= ,. -

COEFFICIENT .. V I 
v~_EL L±L71m< "J '+' :H__' 
-2 1 I I ' ,I--I -i l 
- - ~ r I -- ­1-4 I - - -
CO0 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 00 090 100 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-27 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo =2.2, a=0, =0, WAT2 =75.401 
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SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 184/5 IDENT 67 FREQUENCY RANGE z 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 20 19 38 000 
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FIGURE E-27 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, a= 0, *3= 0, WAT2 = 75.4% 
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ctiGNAfl FA.G, 1$FSCP- NASA DATA STUDY 
OOR QAUT-'r po 
DATA PART/POINT 413/9 IDENT 68 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 H
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 223010000
 
BANDWIDTH= 79H, RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 736% -250 
1PSIA=S4aka (a) Probe =8K1fiLIJLWIILLL2R1 
I! I -iI : {I 
T=t t . " I I 
NORlMALIZED L 
AUTOCORRELATION I - Ii 
COEFFICIENT I 7L , F ­
2 I.1 ) =3 217 1(2:1)2 067 (PSIAI2 . 1 & 
-T "____V
00 hI 
,-2 i I I_ _ _I I i__ -I_ 
___i==I -I_ , ... ,_ $..- ____- I--- _ __ ..
G0 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
a (b) Probe =L8R3
 
Iy
t I 2) 
-4 7 
I ' I - I --COEFFICIEoNT I -I [ , I I I - I T' ' 2 
DIDMLIE 2 0 00 00 w 10 14 10 IS12 20 
LAGCTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-28 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
= 2.2, a= 0, 93= 0, WAT2 =73.6% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 413/9 IDENT 68 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 - 2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 223010000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 736% -250 
1FSTA=68948 kPa (C) Probe= L6R4 
-'* -t - -
I -t "I J -' __ __ -!-
NORMALIZEDAUTOCORRELATION: t t ' t' ' '!4 ' 
I I i , ___, _____I I 
.2 ______ - I_____ -i- t _______COEFFICIENT I 
000 020 NO 060 080 IN 120 I 16 ISO .200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS)
- -II tt.I !j 
___ _____ I-i ' 1 ] -r I _ -
(d) Probe = L5135 
NORMALIZEDI' "t ; (Ok000)2= 1309 (Kp.)21275(P' 'tA12'AUTOCORRELATION'! ' ~ '1 
14 I _ _ 4 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-28 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FORM o = 2.2,  (0,=0, = WAT2 73.6% 
200 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 413/12 IDENT 69 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 22 34 15 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CiW 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 683% -250 
1FSIA-689,$Bk (a) Probe = LIRI 
NORMALIZED 6 t t t T 
AUTOCORRELATION I -r j-
COEFFICIENT . "L i. . ! 
2 2IOL1R1) = 2.587 {KpaI oS4 (PSIAI 
2 ­
.ljflT 7flnj ' 
-- I _T. 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LACTIME (SECONDS) 
10 (b) Probe = L8R3 
6 D 
-ITI=AT _ 
COEFFICIENT . l I v:17 I j. 
i"V S2 1 L902 0400 (PSIAI 2(KPa) 2 
-; __tzw1 -_I :
-2 ____ 
_b+-FF'Kj:- I = , 
-4 ___00 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-29 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, = 0, 3= 0, WAT2 = 68.3% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 413/12 IDENT 69 FREQUENCY RANGE =4-2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 22 34 15 000 
BANDWIDTH = 79 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 0 0 -20 225 00 683% -260 
1PSIA6B948kPa fe) Probe = L3R4 
- I I 
-l1-i. I.
' 1 41ff t_ 
NORMALIZED 5 ,6I&II ­
.AOTOCORBELATON ' "! ! r -t - I
JI _ _i 
COEFFICIENT - i j I 
-t - ' T 
-J - 3114123 (KP 2 0692 (PSIA)2 - I 
-I - - ..i-- - - I 
-4I i-_ -i-I-i 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
1 0 (d)Probe=L6R4
' - '- - - - 7 1l .Ii I I . i r -FT"" 
________-i  ­_-_____ 
- I I t, 
NORMALIZED -p I-
AUTOCORRIELATION ! " " 
COEFFICIENT ''F 

-I -{L6B4L = 0044 (KPa)2 9233E S(PslA2 j ]2
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FIGURE E-29 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
MO = 2.2, a= 0, =0, WAT2 = 68.3% 
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FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY 
MACH 
221 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 425/1 IDENT 70 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 -
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 05 09 58 870 
BANDWIDTH = 4 0 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS 
ALPHA BETA ALT RHO DELTAS 








I PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
7,131,, (a) Probe = L R2 
(APt2 )2MS 
4754 
23771 " (aLl R2) 2= 3.313 (KPa) 2 , 06970 (PSIA) 2 
0.0001 
-2377 
0.00 010 .020 030 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
.040 050 
7 131 (b) Probe = Li R3 
APt2 )2MS 4754 




0.00 010 .020 030 040 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
FIGURE E-30 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION-S-FO R 
Mo=2.21, U=0.1, 0=0.2, WAT2=73.0% 
050 
FLIGHT - NASA DATA STUDY 
MACH 
2.21 
DATA FLIGHT/RUN 423/1 ICENT 70 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 -
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 05.09'58 870 
BANDWIDTH = 4.0 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 1.0 SECONDS 
ALPHA BETA ALT RHO DELTAS 








1 PSIA 68948 kPa 
7131 





t 7 (1L1 R5)2 2 581 (KPa) 2 , 0543 (PSIA) 2 
-2.377-0.00 010 020 .030 
Lag Time (Seconds) 
.040 050 
FIGURE E-30 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.21, a 0.1, j30.2, WAT2 = 73.0% 
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-- 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 382/3 DENT 71 FREQUENCY RANGE 4-2024 Hr= 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 52 38 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH x 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 RYPASS WAT2 CIW22 4 0 00 250 0774(1200) 607% 
-250 
(a) Probe = L8R1 
., ,I -- ,-t- I ,,
siLV J• t ii 'I U I 
NORMALIZED I - TI I ,
• . . ! . '-. . ] -




-. i/ I I 
 I - L 1)2  2 2!2- - j tT DLe Fl1 9 2 7 KPa 0'195(PSIA ) I ­
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FIGUREE-31 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, a = 4, 13=0, WAT2 = 60.7% 
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_ _ 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 382/3 IDENT 71 FREQUENCY RANGE =4 - 2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 00 52 38 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hr RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CrvV 
22 4 0 00 250 0774(12001 607% -250 
1 PSIAG-64kPa (c) Probe = LBR3 
,1]11i7 7 T 7 I -; 
-I- - I 
NORMALIZED 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 T " 
COEFFICIENT I - " -r T-, i 
2(0 = 6200(Kp=1 , 0131(PSIA) 2 I ii 
Zit'v i 
-4 -_ 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
8 (d) Probe= L3R5 
___ ! * _ I ll-I I , 
NORMALIZED I 
_ 
AUTOCORRELATION .-. /- -I _ _ 
2COEFFICIENT I-31 Ka 057(SA 
, Ii t ''- -] ­
_.?. I 
!.I /1 I I / ___ , 
-I ______ I 11 ... 




FIGURE E-31 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FORMo0 = 2.2, a= 4, 3= 0, WAT2 =60.7% 
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FSE- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 546/2 IDENT 72 FREQ-UENCYRANGE=4-2024Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 233002000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
22 4 0 10 250 / 07811121 1) 592% -250 
1PSIA 8s4 kP. (a) Probe L2R2 
NORMALIZED - i:z"' ,IlillI 
AUTOCORRELATION I " 
_I_ _ I 
= 2COEFFICIENT COEFFCIEN (01 2)2 i 1 1= I F 2 I- 3131 (KPa) 0059 (PSIA) I 
, . I I, A FI t , , , I FI F'* 
-T 

0ohI I I F 
* I .i I I F I. -1-f
I F __ ! I -T ! I __ _ F 
I ] - lI I I j- ...
-I " " " I - 1 [ i _____ 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 10 200 
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(b)Probe= L8R3Z'ZiH4±V,4PtuiH-JLl I 
'svl' t ' I' 
___ I~~~-'-- iL* L 1 __









-. 2 I 
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AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 




FSE- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 545/2 IDENT 72 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4- 2024 Hz 
ThE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23 30 02 00O 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
BETA 	 RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
10 250 0781 1121 11 592% -250 
MACH ALPHA 
22 4 0 
1 PSIA =6 eS4I kN 
8 	 (c) Probe = L2R4 
t-	 ­- I :-- - I I-­
2 2 2(012R4) = 00257 IKPsI. 5 413E 5 IPSIAI 
NORMALIZED I \.. . . I - I 
AUT MCORRELATION 
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-4 -- -*- 'I-t -I :-
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COEFFICIENT 
00 - Tlh 9fT iVJ 
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FIGURE E-32 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M O 2.2, a= 4, =0, WAT2 =59.2%=
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FSE- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 546/4 IDENT 73 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 23 43 50 coo
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH a 13 0 SECONDS
 
w 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WATZ CI 
22 4 0 10 250 07811121 1) 582% -250 
1PSIA 6 8948 kPa 
-




COEFFICIEN T I I 
1 2 , 2 ( Ln2) 3761 (KPa) 00791 (PSIA) T 





000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TiME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe = LSR3 
NORMALIZEDi I 
AUTOCORRELATION I I 
COEFFICIENT - (/LI /___I 1­
2 I 1 ((KP)2 0217 (PSAIP - -I 3)2= 0 " I 
-. 2__ 1111 i 
_____i!
 
_ _ _, _ _ I I i , I ./ . . 




AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, a= 4, 3=0, WAT2 = 58.2% 
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___ 
FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 546/4 IDENT 73 FREQUENCY RANGE x 4 2024 Hr-

THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 234350000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Ha RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 4 0 10 250 0781(121 11 582% -250 
1 PSIA - 64S kPa (C) Probe = L2R4 
8,I 7~ 1 
2 2 
- o,.j*ER4,000 (OKPa) "f. 6362E S(PSIAI 2 
AUTOCORR'ELA.NOMLIE' ON ,, rT: ' Ii _ . I" 177777 
COEFFICIENT .. . . . .I7 I - - " t I. .. t . .. 





__ __ ___ 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 10 200 
LAGTiME (SECONDS) 
a (d) Probe = I8R6 
S *I'I/ ' / , ,
ISI T11I 
SI I I i I i 
_______
 
NORMALIZED T i I
 
_4 I - I ] , , -+ If IAUTOCORRELATONI T ''! l , , I 
COEFFICIENT I IIao )2.72 oIZ 012 ,SA,-, I-­,(K 

('L8... 12 - 722 .. . . . 
T 'F,I, tOOiL,.A It" I ,,r.IjT 
I -II I I i I I k I +tdi
 
.- , I '1 7 080 I16 08 
boo 00 040 OO06 0 O 2 140 16 18 20 
LAG TIME (SECONDS ) 
FIGURE E-33 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR
M. 2.2, &=4, S0, WAT2 58.2% 
73 
FSCP- NASA DATA STUDY
 
DATA PART/POINT 384/2 IDIENT 76 FREQUENCY RANGE 4 ­= 2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 
 01 21 54 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz 
 RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 CIW22 12 0 68 250 0774(1200) 608% -250 
1PSIA 894" Pa (a) ProeIS LR1I 




-T 1 "II -1 
Ii 
-t TTT]7I 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe s L7R3 
8= I I I 
___ 
­
- j __I 4I-[ T-
NORALIZED21 1h I__ "AUTOCORRELATION 4 J ] J . t ­i ' I -t -J -

COEFFICIENT I- = 6 K 0 - 4
 




COO 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-34 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.2, a= 12, (3=0, WAT2 = 60.8% 
200 
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FSCP- NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 384/2 IDENT 75 FREQUENCY RANGE = 4 - 2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 
 01 21 54000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH 
= 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 12 0 68 250 0774(1200) 808% 
-250 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa (c) Probe = L3R5 
[FIT h 7-!T- I . ,1t 
I - -I jNORMALIZED 4 I =" 
- I -
AUT0CORRELATION 
i i 3 4 4(lal 003 PSIA12 
COEFFICIENT 2 (KP 2 0 I 
- I iFi_ 
IF -TI- i ; - 1 
000 020 040 060 0ow 100 120 140 160 180 200n 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(d) Probe = L4R6 
-8 I I iI I -, I I 
I' L.1T, - ,7 i ii -vI I[ 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 
COEFFICIENT '_____ 
__=___ ______ ______ 
(014R6)Z= 3316 (Kfa)2 10898 (PSIA)2 
IT''! - II m 'ITiIf'il
 
00 ) 4 
000 020 060040 030 100 120 140 160 180 280 











FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT $48/3 IDENT 77 FREQUENCY RANGE= 4 -2024Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TiME WAS AT 00 19 28 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 11 0 Ga 248 0774 (120 0) 0590% -250 
1PSIA= 6 0942 kP 
B (a) Probe = LSR11 
I - - 1 




NORMALIZED 4 St I I 1-1 1- I ____Ii .- I -
AUTOCORRELATION 
----- -067PE)I: 






000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 100 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe= L6R2a 
^ 
"
I I JT I., . - i " I I i I ^ F 
NORMALIZED ' I ' ItI " t , t I - 1 
AUTOCORRELATION I 
2
OEFFICIENT ! 0- -t' G " (K2'I. 014 (Pl " 
h I-41 r 
) -- 1 -i - ___ 
00O 020 040 060 00 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-35 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 





'FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 548/3 IDENT 77 FREQUENCY RANGE=4-2024 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 00 19 28 000
 
BANDWIDTH z 7 9 HZ RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 DIw 
11 0 68 248 077411200) 590% 
1PSIA = 6 8948 kPa 
(C) Probe = L7R3 
I - I I I I I --I I t 
-UI -
I 
-T j J I I 
_-__ [ 
COEFFICIENT a I ' ' 
2 2 
2 T (L7R) 6956 (KPa) 0146 (PSIA) a 
-4
 
000 020 U40 060 680 100 120 140 160 180 .200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
6 (d) Probe = L2R4I:l --- ll- I-____ 
'- tt - - -_ I- II/:-l -­__Vr _ 
00 4 i ,A 24) 324E 3(KN)26822E S (PSIA)2 ^ - " -­
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-35 (Continued) 





FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 549/8 IDENT 78 FREQUENCY RANGE-4-2024nH 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 010542000
 
BANDWIDTH 
 =7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIW 
22 11 0 68 248 0677110501 598% 
-250 
PSIA =68948kPa (a) Probe =L7R3 
NORMALIZED 4 
AUTOCORRELATION . L I 
COEFFICIENT 1I I O[" 
.2 r I i 
•'73' 7125 WP!Z 015[ PSI ­% KLY0011m " - -- ---. vv I i ' '~ 
_ I_ I I :___I 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 180160 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDSI 
, (b) Probe = L2R4 
2 
_" _4 (L2R4)2=361E3(KF) 7592E (PSIA)2$ I 
4 T .9 - I ____ 
COEFFICIENT tL / j4IR 
_4 1 :. IV! 4- - - -- -: ­
00 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-36 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 





FSE - NASA DATA STUDY 
4DATA PART/POINT 549/8 IDENT 78 FREQUENCY RANGE= -2024Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 01 05 42 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTAS BYPASS WAT2 Ow 
22 11 0 58 248 0677(10501 59 8% -250 
1PSIA-aSBEkPa MC)Probe= L8R4 
-
__ - I-- ­
-' ­j 
 i J-+i - I Tm lI I 
NORMALIZED 
4 i . I . , i ,AUTOCORRELATION I 
COEFFICIENT 
2 {
-I (G%84)21 4007 (KPI 2 0084(pSIA) 
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(d) Probe= L7R6 
SF2 - . a I. P .a al.l!_ 
iT y ffT Tt{47TT 
NORMALIZED 
4 
AUTOCORRELATION 1I !TL = -
COEFFICIENT[ COEFFICIEN, - j - j - II( 6L7RG)2=5185(K I2. 0109(PSIA)2 
--
­
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- ___ 
__I,,_ -I I F , 
_____!!- ' ____ 
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LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-36 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR

ME = 2.2, a=11, 0=O,WAT2 = 59.8%
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SERIES ViII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 227/7 IDENT 79 FREQUENCY RANGE=4-2024Ha 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 202747000 

















1PSIA=Sg4SlPa (a) Probe = LSR2 
/ 
i . j ,- I .-
S I I I I 
NORMALIZED I 
AUTOCORRELATION .2I. 
- t2 (O= 1085 {Kp,) 2 0228 PSIAIZ 
COEFFICIENT 1 I i t 
00 . - i'i , ..
-, :V t t- ,' - , - i, ,, - °, , 
-. I _ ! ' " i 
-4___ -ii 
100 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 Ica0  
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe = L5R3 
t [T- t il ! L, ,T-, 
NORMALIZED-j 
-I ' T , I 
2 2 2AUTOCORRELATION .2 I ____j71J' = 0171 (PSIA) [ - IIOFO _ii (OLSR3I 8111 (KPa) , ­[ -l'- I" I,: I-
COEFFICIENT, Ji I hl j j I 
00 I i ':1; 
-. 2 i1 I L : I "_-I _"_ 
-4 i , /' 1E l ; f i 1 I ' ' ._ 
000 010 020 o30 040 0o 060 070 080 0o 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-37 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.5, a=O0, 9=0, WAT2=63.1% 
80 
--- 
SERIES VIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 227/7 [DENT 79 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 202747000 
BANDWIDTH= 122 H =RECORD LENGTH 100 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIw 
25 0 0 -40 260 0774(12001 631% -250 
1PSIA SB48Pa6 (C) Probe = 12R5 
6 f) Probe 1-.23 
LTAX I_ I L J - ! + -1' I1 11T +!- , I l i-+ 1 ,-__, I -__- _ __ 
oo+AZEO-: / ' / , , ] --- -
NORMALIZED 1.___
 
AUTOCORRELATION 2 (0 2 = 1728 ([.) 2 074 (pSI
- 12R5) , T 
COEFFICIENTTI + I I " 
I __ 
_ 
- -4 _ _ _ _ _ ! _ t_ _[t 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME ISECONDS) 
(d) Probe = L7R6
I, , , !r , 
4 I 
_ _ I_ _ _ __, _ _ 
____, 
I I - iI- 1 4 1*' " 
NORMALIZED I - - I _ t'_" I.;-;- ' 
2AUTOCORRELATION i - 4~7S 51 [P) 10PI) 
. 
r___; (K-COEFFICIENT 2 
I - 1 = 1 1 1 1 1I ' = 4 I-'I ' l i l J 
I __ _ I [ _____ -_ 
-_ 77 
__ I- ___ ___ ___ 
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
-FIGURE E-37 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
MS = 2.5, Of=0, 0 =0, WAT2 = 63.1% 
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___ __ 
SERIES ViII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 227/5 IDENT 80 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz 
THE SEGMENT STARTTIME WAS AT 202549000 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 10 0 SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 C1W 
25 0 0 -40 260 0774 (120 0) 682% -250 
1PSIAO6SE4SkPa (a) Probe = L2R2 
---- I-H-HII 
NORMALIZED 
' I 1 








COEFFICIENT I I T-I , 1I1 10 (PSI) 2 
t JT'i 
', L,, , , , I __ _ F 
l I 
Ij 
i I -i I I I ____ j i p " I _____ ! 
__ I I -~ __I --- I 
-'- -II . I . 1 . 1 _ I 
co0 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 090 100 
LAG TIME (SECONOS) 
(b) Probe = L7R3 
I 2I I---: 
 t-

NORMALIZED -4r-___ I I!­_ '7+{ I __, 
COEFFIENT ____b7 3) 
__ 
74KI 2 14PIA2 L I 
00 _ _- - . 
AUTOORRLORRN UNCION FO 
M 0 = 2.5, =, 0=, WAT2 68.2% 
82 
SERIESVIII - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 227/5 IDENT 80 FREQUENCY RANGE = 6-12000 Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 202549000
 
BANDWIDTH = 12 2 Hz RECORD LENGTH = t0o SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 ClW 
25 0 0 -40 260 0774112001 682% -250 
I PSIA - 894 (c) Probe- L2R6 
I II­
rr~ I r* I 
NORMALIZED I _ . - _- _- -I 	 I [I
AIJTOCORRELATION 2 2 22 (2R6) = 2495 (KPa) 0525 (PSIA) T--R 
COEFFICIENT~ 
-004I.J 	 T I 
- I 	 I -T, -r IL_ 
4- r 	 II ­
000 010 020 030 040 050 060 070 080 _090_ 100 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(d) Probe =L6R6 
4 	 .I 
o 	,,o l-i -" ' -: t- -!- ­
-Il _ ,__ 	 I 




.2 2 L i 
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LAG TIME (SECONDS)' 
FIGURE E-38 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
Mo = 2.5, a= 0, 0=0, WAT2 = 682% 
83 
-250 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
4DATA PART/POINT 465/n IDENT 81 FREQUENCY RANGE - -2024 Hz 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 23 40 000 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 C SECONDS 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 cIvv 
25 0 0 -40 260 078111210) 628% 
1PSIA=68948kPa i -- (a) Probe =i-.. .. L4R1T--l. I -­
1 
_ _ _ __ 
V . I = 1 * It i I 
I4 I T 
, ,___ ___ I -'t I r i -
NORMALIZED I i 
AUTOCORRELATION 4 2 /I _- I i 
COEFFICIENT I If - TTI (L4Ri 
2 
= 2117(Kp12mltI 0 EIPSIA)2 - -' I' I 
-1- I ii 
, I1tI 
-z.i, 
____ I t| jr I II -;I , TT;r L b-­
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAG TIME (SECONDS) 
(b) Probe = L4R3 
2iLT L' ! "i 
I H-H iI , II 
_t _' 
NORMALIZED 4 ,' -, ' AUTOCORRELATION ' I' ' - , I . " " 
I I 
2 2 2COEFFICIENT Ii L4R3) 1.03 (K) 0218 PS1 -----
I 
_ _ I 
__ _" 
_ _ -I ..L . . - I - - ­
2A TIM I(EONSIlff I r _I . W WiLJI -l 
FIGURE-EI39 
=2.5, a= 0, 0, WAT2 = 62.8% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 465/8 IDENT 81 FREQUENCY RANGE= 4 -2024Hz
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 23 40 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 Cw
 
25 0 0 -40 260 0781(121 0) 628% -250
 
1 PSIA 68948 kPa 
(c] Probe Le8134,1' rnT q ' 
ii --I1- "__' i_ 
NORMALIZED 4 ..- ___
 
AUTOCORRELATION i 
2 2 2COEFFICIENT I (.,,R,) 7543 (KaI 0159 (IPSIAI t 
_00 Ica- _ 7_1 I I 
-4 -L..".J-1 I ___ ..... j -__ 
000 020 040 060 080 100 120 140 160 180 200 
LAR TIME (SECONDS) 
(d) Probe = L3R5 
ct -j!I T; 
I I I I' , 
AUTOCORRELATION 2 I "t ,
 
COEFFICIENT I - .9 I -t- ­
00 _ _ ,I
] I I , !i . .. .**I ~ 
2NORMALIZED II 2 7 8950(KN 2 -AUORELTN-:-iiLr.(ORS) 2 0138 (P51A1
-2 I 1 . I {. 
NO 020 m ON 080 100 120 140 160 180 .200 
Si ILAGTIME (SECONDS)' i±Hr-+ 
FIGURE E-39 (Continued) 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR 
M o = 2.5, a = 0, 03=0, WAT2=62.8O/0 
85 
FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 466/5 IDENT 82 FREQUENCY RANGE=4-20248z
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 03 21 04 000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CIVV 
25 0 0 -40 260 0781 (1210) 689% -250 
1PSIA=SS4SkPa (C) Probe = LSR3 
NORMALIZED ,I I I T- J -
AUTOCORRELATION 4- 1 I -'jt- "f '__ 
COEFFICIENT I I ,.-i I __.. I 
2 
(°LSP3)2.22782 KPaI
2 0479 (PSIAI 
__ lilT I-i 
00 020 040 00 0- I 120 140 160 -I- 200
-E'I - - I I " ' 
LAGIME (SECONDS) 




2 2COEFFICIENT (qL5F3) =3 182(KN12 0669 (PSIAI - I I 
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LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
FIGURE E-40 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTIONS FOR M = 2.5, a=O, 0, WAT2 = 68.9% 
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FSCP - NASA DATA STUDY 
DATA PART/POINT 465/5 IDENT 82 FREQUENCY RANGEz4-2024H
 
THE SEGMENT START TIME WAS AT 0321 04000
 
BANDWIDTH = 7 9 Hz RECORD LENGTH = 13 0 SECONDS
 
MACH ALPHA BETA RHO DELTA3 BYPASS WAT2 CzW 
25 0 0 -40 260 0781 (121 0j 689% -250 
1PSIA 6894 kP (a) Probe =L21R3 
1 t 1-..---L ___ -_944',[FF7 [I ,,i­-
. .. . . . i |- l , . .
 I I 
NORMALIZED I , -L,J. 
AUTOCORELATION , . t11 -I i-1..1i , 
COEFFICIENTI 
2 
I 2 I I 
COEFFICIEM 2 T11 (aL2R3 )2 S884(Kpa) 123(PSIA) j L.- t I 
I 
-riF (SE-i-ISI 
(i bI Rb iP I
_.2-I [jI--iI I I i t-! !I i 
l~' VI!:IL ' _VF 1 7-i_ 
-
_ 
NR Ai ZED.i I / 9< '1 j l 
00O 020 040 00 00 10 I 120 140 160 180 200 
LAGTIME (SECONDS) 
_____ _____ (b)Probe = Li R6 
_ I F - -i- 1 -I t-. -I -! ! 
FiUEE40(otlud 




ME25, 0, 669 KP02 04 WP5AT 2 = 68,9 
